Looking Back on 2021

Learn about our recent advancements and how we are staying ahead of growing solution trends.

SWITCHWARE Support for Visa Tokenization Services

CSFi has partnered with Visa to develop and deploy a fully integrated VTS interface, which installs directly on SWITCHWARE.
Read more here...

SWITCHWARE Dynamic Currency Conversion Services with FEXCO

CSFi can perform the currency conversion with FEXCO before sending the authorization request to the issuing institution.
Read more here...

SWITCHWARE App Containers

When users installing CSFi solutions use APP containers, they are freed from the burden of worrying if they have all the necessary dependencies, because everything is packaged up in the APP container.
Read more here...

G4 Support for Cardholder Maintenance and "Maker/Checker" Validation

The latest G4 1.5 release provides comprehensive management of card records and includes the new "Maker/Checker" module which delineates roles and privileges for making cardholder changes.
Read more here...
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Visa Base II & Online Settlement Support

CSFi now supports a program for full handling of the Base II settlement file used for End-of-Day (EOD) batch and accrual processing. Read more here...

Hyosung HIP Certification

SWITCHWARE expands support for stateless ATM programs by now interfacing with Hyosung’s latest NBS Hyosung Interactive Program (HIP) which uses a standard definition of OPKEYs. Read more here...

TR-34/SHA-2 Remote Key Loading Support with TSS

CSFi has partnered with Trusted Security Solutions (TSS) to role out the latest remote key injection solution for ATM-driving customers. Read more here...

Fiserv CardHub™ Card Monitoring Smartphone App Integration

CSFi, working in partnership with Fiserv, has developed a custom API interface to connect the SWITCHWARE® transaction processing engine and send transactions. Read more here...

Remote Enabling & Disabling of Contactless Cards

SWITCHWARE® now offers the ability to remotely send commands to the chip on the card, instructing it to turn off or on the NFC communication, enabling or disabling the contactless feature. Read more here...
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MasterCard Digital Services Access (DSA) Tokenization

SWITCHWARE® uses MasterCard Digital Services Access (DSA) as a reliable channel to handle mobile wallet token requests where tokens are linked with a valid MasterCard PAN.

Read more here...
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